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The Sumatran tiger lives on the small island of Sumatra In Indonesia. It lives in rainforest
and tropical woodland. It is a fast animal .It can run up to 43 km/h. It sometimes swims.
Female has two or three babies, every three years. It’s grey, brown and black. It has got large
feet; it is about 2 or 3 meters tall and weighs between 3.000 to 5.000 kg. The Sumatran tiger
normally eats grass but it likes eating fish, too .Tigers live up to 70 years. They live in groups.
There are only 400 of these tigers now on Sumatra. People pollute their area and destroy their
habitat. Also hunt them for clothing or decorative items.
Questions: A/reading comprehension
Task01: (03pts) I read and fill in the profile
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the profile
Name: …………………………..
Classification: ……………………
Diet: …………………………..
Height: …………………………..
Weight: …………………………..
Habitat: …………………………..
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Task02: (03pts) I write True or False:
1- The Sumatran tiger lives in Africa.
2-It’s a quick animal.
3- This species exist with a big number.
Task 03:(01pts) I find the opposite of:
Male=/=……………………
Build=/= ……………………….
………………….
………………
B/ mastery of language
Task 01: (02pts) I write the verbs in brackets
kets in the correct
co
form
fo
x I (not visit) Annaba since 2016.
x Selma (to write) an article for two
wo days.
Task 02: (03pts) I fill in the gaps
model verbs
ps with
h the appropriate
appro
appropri
x You …………hunt endangered
ngered
d animals.
x You…………respectt the
he law.
x We …………. save
ve water
ater at home.
ssify these words
wo
Task03: (02 pts) I classify
in the table below:
(Fusion-Endangered-Jar-Equation)
ngered
d-Jar
Jar-Equation
E

/ʒ/
-………..
..
-………..
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--………..
………
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Situation
ituation
n of integration
integrati
(06 pts) I complete the dialogue below:
Me:: Where does
doe Th
The Sumatran tiger live?
My partner:
partner …
…………………………
Me: Is it carn
carnivore species?
My partner:
partn
p
…………………………
Me:
M
e: Is it endangered animal?
My partner: …………………………
Me: What are the main dangers that it face?
My partner: …………………………
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Good Luck
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